www.haloheadband.eu

THE ULTIMATE PATENTED
SWEAT BLOCK, FOR ANY
SPORT, ANY ACTIVITY!
#achiveyourgoals
DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPER ABSORPTION

QUICK EVAPORATI0N
& WICKING

TE MANTIENE SECO
Y CONFORTABLE /
ULTRANCONFORT

ANTIMICROBIAL

ULTRALIGHT
NON-SLIP

HALO II PULLOVER

THE FIRST HEADBAND WITH PATENTED SWEAT BLOCK SEAL

DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPER ABSORPTION

QUICK EVAPORATI0N
& WICKING

ULTRALIGHT
NON-SLIP

ULTRACONFORT

UNISEX

ANTIMICROBIAL

The Halo II Headband is our best-selling headband. Featuring a classic elastic pullover design, the Halo II will fit any head
comfortably to redirect sweat and moisture from your eyes and face. Featuring our patented SweatBlock Technology and
Dryline® Fabric, these athletic sweatbands will keep up with your high performance training. The Halo II’s are great sweatbands
for running, cycling, or virtually any other activity that will work up a sweat. They fit comfortably under helmets and are great
headbands for men or women.
COLORS (PVP rec. 19.50 €)

Black

Royal Blue

White

Red

Light Blue

Pink

Navy Blue

Purple

Bright Pink

Bright Green

Bright Orange

Charcoal

Camo Grey

Team Halo Logo

Siurana

Alta

GRAPHIC DESIGN (PVP rec. 19.95 €)

Star Gazer

Paisley Red

Camo Green

HALO BANDIT PULLOVER
DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPER ABSORPTION

QUICK EVAPORATI0N
& WICKING

ULTRALIGHT
NON-SLIP

ULTRACONFORT

UNISEX

ANTIMICROBIAL

The Bandit Pullover is our best-selling headband. Featuring a classic elastic pullover design, the Halo II will fit
any head comfortably to redirect sweat and moisture from your eyes and face. The Halo II’s are great sweatbands for any sport or any other activity that will work up a sweat. They fit comfortably under helmets and are
great headbands for men or women.
COLORS (PVP rec. 19.95 €)

Black

Bright Pink

Charcoal

HALO V VELCRO
ADJUSTABLE
VELCRO

DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPER ABSORPTION

ULTRALIGHT
NON-SLIP

QUICK EVAPORATI0N
& WICKING

UNISEX

ANTIMICROBIAL

The Halo V is the latest addition to the Halo Headband line of sweatbands. Featuring an adjustable Velcro®
strap, this headband is a great solution to athletes looking for a custom fit. The headband contains the same
patented Sweatblock Technology as our other sweatbands and is a great alternative to our other adjustable
headband, the Halo I - tie version.
COLORS (PVP rec. 19.95 €)

Black

Royal Blue

GRAPHIC DESIGN (PVP rec. 21.95 €)

Camo Green

Camo Grey

White

Red

HALO PROTEX BANDANA
WORKS GREAT
UNDER HELMET

SOLAR PROTECTION
FACTOR

COOL EFFECT

ANTIMICROBIAL

QUICK EVAPORATI0N DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
& WICKING
SUPER ABSORPTION

The Halo Skull Cap and the Protex Bandan, are booth great for athletes that prefer to train with a complete cap
and need the extra performance that a cotton bandana can’t offer. Our bandanas feature our patented SweatBlock
Technology to lead sweat away from your eyes and face so you can keep focused. The ability to tie the sweatband is
a favorite among our customers who prefer a custom fit. And the skull cap it’s one of the most confortable product
of Halo. The smooth mesh top helps keep your head cool, even on hot summer days. This sweat skull cap is great for
bicycling, lacrosse, football, hockey, motorcycling or on the job under a hardat.
COLORS (PVP rec. 28.50 €)

CONFORTABLE TO WEAR UNDER
ANY HELMET & SMOOTH MESH
TO KEEP YOUR HEAD COOL!

Black

Royal Blue

GRAPHIC DESIGN (PVP rec. 28.95 €)

Camo Green

Camo Grey

White

Red

HALO SKULL CAP
WORKS GREAT
UNDER HELMET

SOLAR PROTECTION
FACTOR

COOL EFFECT

ANTIMICROBIAL

QUICK EVAPORATI0N DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
& WICKING
SUPER ABSORPTION

The Halo Skull Cap and the Protex Bandan, are booth great for athletes that prefer to train with a complete cap
and need the extra performance that a cotton bandana can’t offer. Our bandanas feature our patented SweatBlock
Technology to lead sweat away from your eyes and face so you can keep focused. The ability to tie the sweatband is
a favorite among our customers who prefer a custom fit. And the skull cap it’s one of the most confortable product
of Halo. The smooth mesh top helps keep your head cool, even on hot summer days. This sweat skull cap is great for
bicycling, lacrosse, football, hockey, motorcycling or on the job under a hardat.
COLORS (PVP rec. 28.50 €)

Black

White

GRAPHIC DESIGN (PVP rec. 28.95 €)

Camo green

Camo Grey

HALO ANTIFREEZE
WINTER DOESN’T MEAN
A BREAK FROM TRAINING
ANTI-FREEZE COLD
WEATHER HEADBANDS

ULTRACONFORT

ANTIFREEZE

ULTRALIGHT
NON-SLIP

The Halo V is the latest addition to the Halo Headband line of sweatbands. Featuring an adjustable Velcro®
strap, this headband is a great solution to athletes looking for a custom fit. The headband contains the same
patented Sweatblock Technology as our other sweatbands and is a great alternative to our other adjustable
headband, the Halo I - tie version.

COLORS (PVP rec. 23.50 €)				

Antifreeze Pullover II

COLORS (PVP rec. 29.50 €)

Antifreeze Skull Cap

HALO CYCLING CAP
WORKS GREAT
UNDER HELMET

SOLAR PROTECTION
FACTOR

COOL EFFECT

ANTIMICROBIAL

The lightweight Halo Cycling Cap has quickly become our favorite mountain and road bike riding gear. The cap fits
comfortably under any helmet and the flexible visor keeps the sun glare out of your eyes. The cap can also be worn
with the visor in the UP position. The smooth mesh top breathes well and it can be worn for year round comfort. The
stretch fabrics allow it to be worn above or over the ears.

COLORS (PVP rec. 29.95 €)

Black

White

HALO VISORBAND
WORKS GREAT
UNDER HELMET

SOLAR PROTECTION
FACTOR

COOL EFFECT

ANTIMICROBIAL

DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPER ABSORPTION

QUICK EVAPORATI0N
& WICKING

The Halo Visorband is a new and unique product. It is a Halo sweatband with a built in visor feature that works great
at keeping sweat and sun glare out of your eyes! It is a great alternative to any cycling cap with its feather weight and
superior breathability. The Halo Visorband is anatomically designed to fit perfectly under a cycling helmet. It can also
be used as a simple visor for running.

COLORS (PVP rec. 28.50 €)

Black

White

HALO SPORT HAT
DRYLINE TECHNOLOGY
SUPER ABSORPTION

QUICK EVAPORATI0N
& WICKING

The Halo Sport Hat is designed with all the functionality of a Halo Headband, but with the added protection from the
sun that a hat provides. The hat includes our patented Sweatblock Technology to keep sweat out of your eyes and
face, and the underside of the bill is black to reduce glare. These sweat caps are great for running, tennis, golf or any
other activity that makes you sweat and requires protection from the sun.
COLORS (PVP rec. 29.95 €)

Black

Royal BLue

White

Red

Pink

Yellow

Navy Blue

Grey

HALO SPORT VISOR
THE MOST USEFULL VISOR, FORGET
ABOUT SUN AND SWEAT IN YOUR
FACE AND EYES!

ADJUSTABLE
VELCRO

SOLAR PROTECTION
FACTOR

COOL EFFECT

ANTIMICROBIAL

The Halo Sport Visor has a Halo Headband built into the visor, making this one of the most functional visors available.
Featuring our patented SweatBlock Seal, the sweatband channels sweat back and away from the eyes and face!The
Race Visor is the elastic fitted version of our Sport Visor and makes for an incredibly comfortable fit.

COLORS (PVP rec. 29.95 €)

Black

Royal BLue

White

Red

Pink

Yellow

Navy Blue

Grey

HALO RACE VISOR
ADJUSTABLE
VELCRO

SOLAR PROTECTION
FACTOR

COOL EFFECT

ANTIMICROBIAL

The Halo Sport Hat is designed with all the functionality of a Halo Headband, but with the added protection from the
sun that a hat provides. The hat includes our patented Sweatblock Technology to keep sweat out of your eyes and
face, and the underside of the bill is black to reduce glare. These sweat caps are great for running, tennis, golf or any
other activity that makes you sweat and requires protection from the sun.

COLORS (PVP rec. 29.95 €) - Sizes Small/Medium & Large/X-Large

Black

White

B2B sales: www.haloheadband.eu/b2b
Sales support: halo@haloheadband.eu

